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2000’s #1

1. Which song from Natasha Bedingfield was the theme song of the MTV show The
Hills?

2. In what year was the first film in the Twilight series released?

3. There were many scandals going on during the early 2000s, but nothing quite like
when this golf player had his life on TV for everyone to judge. Which athlete was
involved in a major cheating scandal?

4. Married to Demi Moore from 2005 to 2013, but is now happy with his second wife,
Mila Kunis. Which actor is this?

5. Where did the company and social media monster "Facebook" begin in the early
2000s?

6. Which company rejected an offer to buy Netflix in 2000?

7. Which four singers released a cover of ‘Lady Marmalade’ in 2001?

8. In ‘She’s the Man’, what is the name of Viola’s twin brother who she
impersonates?

9. Which band had a 2004 hit with ‘Maps’?

10.The movie ‘About a Boy’ was based on whose novel of the same name?



Answers

1. Which song from Natasha Bedingfield was the theme song of the MTV show The
Hills?

2. In what year was the first film in the Twilight series released?

3. There were many scandals going on during the early 2000s, but nothing quite like
when this golf player had his life on TV for everyone to judge. Which athlete was
involved in a major cheating scandal?

4. Married to Demi Moore from 2005 to 2013, but is now happy with his second wife,
Mila Kunis. Which actor is this?

5. Where did the company and social media monster "Facebook" begin in the early
2000s?

6. Which company rejected an offer to buy Netflix in 2000?

7. Which four singers released a cover of ‘Lady Marmalade’ in 2001?

8. In ‘She’s the Man’, what is the name of Viola’s twin brother who she
impersonates?

9. Which band had a 2004 hit with ‘Maps’?

10.The movie ‘About a Boy’ was based on whose novel of the same name?
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Unwritten

2008

Tiger Woods

Ashton Kutcher

Harvard

Blockbuster

Christina Aguilera, Lil’ Kim, Pink and Mya

Sebastian

Yeah Yeah Yeahs

Nick Hornby 
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